This paper presents real-time control characteristics of an electrorheological (ER) suspension system via a fuzzy sliding mode control algorithm which is formulated in a discrete-time manner by considering the sampling rate of an electronic control unit for a vehicle system. A quarter-vehicle system consisting of sprung mass, spring, tire and a cylindrical ER damper (shock absorber) is constructed for the real-time control. After deriving the governing equation of motion of the proposed system, a discrete-time control model with system uncertainties is formulated. A stable sliding surface is then designed and followed by the formulation of the discrete-time sliding mode controller which consists of a discontinuous part and an equivalent part. In the controller formulation, the fuzzy control algorithm is also adopted to enhance system robustness to the mass variation and reaching time to the sliding surface. The controller is then experimentally realized for the manufactured quarter-vehicle ER suspension system. Control performances such as vertical acceleration are evaluated under various road conditions and presented in both time and frequency domains.
Introduction
Recently, research work on vibration suppression of a vehicle system using semi-active suspension has been significantly increased. Though the passive suspension system featuring conventional oil damper provides design simplicity and cost effectiveness, performance limitations are inevitable due to the uncontrollable damping force. On the other hand, the active suspension system can provide high control performance in a wide frequency range. However, the active suspension requires high power consumption and many sensors and actuators, such as servo-valves. Consequently, one way to resolve these problems is to adopt the semi-active suspension system. The semi-active suspension system offers a desirable performance generally enhanced in the active mode without requiring large power consumption and expensive hardware. For the last decade, a very attractive and effective semi-active suspension system featuring electrorheological (ER) fluids or magnetorheological (MR) fluids has been proposed by many investigators.
Nakano [1] proposed several semi-active control algorithms for ER damper and showed that the proportional feedback control using the information of absolute unsprung mass velocity is the most effective control strategy. Sims et al [2] described a closed-loop control strategy which is capable of linearizing the response of an ER long-stroke damper under experimental conditions. Petek et al [3] constructed a semiactive full suspension system consisting of four ER dampers and evaluated its effectiveness for vibration isolation. They demonstrated experimentally that unwanted pitch, heave and roll motions of the vehicle body were favorably suppressed using the simple skyhook control algorithm. Gordaninejad et al [4] experimentally evaluated the performance of cylindrical, multi-electrode ER dampers under forced vibration. They proposed simple control algorithms such as bang-bang and linear proportional controller, and experimentally demonstrated the successful implementation of the control schemes to a closedloop system. Choi et al [5] manufactured an ER damper for a small-sized passenger vehicle and presented its control characteristics of the damping force. On the basis of this work, they extended their research and evaluated control performance of the proposed ER damper using continuous-time sliding mode control (CSMC) via hardware-in-the-loop simulation [6] . The salient advantage of sliding mode control (SMC) can be shown by robustness against parameter uncertainties and external disturbance and so on. In general, a vehicle suspension system is easily subjected to parameter uncertainties such as the variation of the sprung mass. Moreover, in the ER suspension, the fielddependent time delay of the ER damper needs to be treated as an important uncertain parameter.
In general, the CSMC, which is one of the potential control candidates for the ER suspension system, has been designed based on the continuous-time model. Its implementation by a digital computer, however, requires certain sampling processes. Thus, it may be impossible that the sampling process is exactly realized in the CSMC system. In other words, because the sampling processes bring not only degradation of control performance but also possible instability of the control system with an unnecessary large gain, practical implementation of the CSMC is sometimes very difficult. This leads to the study of the discrete-time sliding mode control (DSMC) system which is designed based on the discrete-time model [7] [8] [9] .
Most of the research works on vehicle suspension control using ER damper or MR damper have been undertaken by adopting the continuous-time system. The research work on the discrete-time control of ER or MR suspension system is considerably rarer. Consequently, the main contribution of this work is to propose a new DSMC for the ER suspension system and demonstrate its effectiveness by experimental realization. In order to accomplish this goal, a cylindrical ER damper applicable for a middle-sized passenger vehicle is designed and manufactured, and its field-dependent damping forces are experimentally evaluated. After formulating the governing equation of motion for the quarter-vehicle ER suspension system which considers the variation of the sprung mass and time delay of the ER damper as uncertain parameters, the DSMC is formulated and tuned by fuzzy algorithm for the parameters of the control inputs. The proposed discrete-time sliding mode controller based on fuzzy logic (DFSMC) is then experimentally implemented in the manufactured quartervehicle ER suspension system. Control performances under bump, sine and random road conditions are presented in time and frequency domains. In addition, a comparative work between the CSMC, the DSMC and the DFSMC is undertaken by presenting control responses and control input histories.
Electrorheological suspension system
In this work, a cylindrical type of ER damper shown in figure 1 is designed and manufactured. The ER damper is divided into upper and lower chambers by the piston, and it is fully filled with the ER fluid. By the motion of the piston, the ER fluid flows through the duct between inner and outer cylinders from one chamber to the other. Thus, the operating mode of the proposed ER damper is flow mode in which two electrodes are fixed. The control voltage generated by a high voltage supply unit is connected to the inner cylinder and the ground voltage is connected to the outer cylinder. On the other hand, the gas chamber located outside of the lower chamber acts as an accumulator of the ER fluid induced by the motion of the piston. The proposed ER damper is applicable to a middlesized passenger vehicle and has the following principal design parameters: electrode length L = 292.4 mm, electrode gap h = 0.88 mm and outer cylinder radius r = 22.5 mm.
In the absence of the electric field, the ER damper produces a damping force only caused by the fluid's viscous resistance. However, if a certain level of electric field is supplied to the ER damper, the ER damper produces an additional damping force owing to the yield stress of the ER fluid. This damping force of the ER damper can be continuously tuned by controlling the intensity of the electric field. Therefore, the damping force of the proposed ER damper can be obtained as follows [6] :
where k e is the effective stiffness due to the gas pressure, c e is the effective damping due to the fluid viscosity, x p is the excitation displacement and F ER is the field-dependent damping force which is tunable as a function of applied electric field. The controllable damping force F ER can be expressed by
where A p and A r represent the piston head and piston rod areas, respectively. sgn(·) is a sign function, L is the electrode length, h is the electrode gap, and E is the electric field. The α and β are intrinsic values of the ER fluid to be experimentally determined. In this study, the field-dependent yield stress of the ER fluid has been experimentally obtained by 876.3E 1.38 Pa. (Here the unit of E is kV mm −1 .) Figure 2 presents the measured field-dependent damping force with respect to the piston velocity. This is obtained by calculating the maximum damping force at each velocity. The detailed experimental apparatus and procedure to obtain this result have been well described in [6] . It is clearly observed that the damping force is increased as the electric field increases. As a specific case, the damping force of 293 N at a piston velocity of 0.414 m s −1 is increased up to 938 N by applying the input voltage of 3.0 kV mm −1 . Figure 3 shows the time response of the ER damper. It can be found that the time constant for the increasing case is about 19 ms, which is obtained by inspecting the required time when the damping force reaches 63.2% of its final steady state value. It is remarked that the time constant of the ER damper varies with respect to the intensity of the electric field, the type of ER fluid and the design parameters such as electrode length. Figure 4 presents the dynamic bandwidth of the damping force in frequency domain. By sweeping the input field frequencies with the magnitude of 3 kV mm −1 , the dynamic bandwidth is obtained. It is identified that the dynamic bandwidth of the proposed ER damper is about 28 Hz at −3 dB. Thus, both the vehicle body mode (1-2 Hz) and the wheel mode (10-15 Hz) of the passenger vehicle can be effectively controlled by employing the proposed ER damper. From the results shown in figure 3 , the static expression of the damping force and input field given by equation (2) should be modified to take into account the dynamic characteristic as follows:
where τ is the time constant of the ER damper. The dynamic model of the ER damper (3) is to be incorporated with the suspension model. In this study, a quarter-vehicle model is established to evaluate control performances of the proposed control system. Figure 5 shows the quarter-vehicle model of the semi-active ER suspension system which has two degree-of-freedom. m s , m s and m u represent the sprung mass, sprung mass perturbation and unsprung mass, respectively. The spring for the suspension is assumed to be linear and the tire is also modeled as a linear spring component. Now, by considering the dynamic relationship, the state space control model is expressed for the quarter-vehicle ER suspension system as follows: where k s is the total stiffness coefficient of the suspension including the effective stiffness of the ER damper in equation (1). c s is the total damping coefficient of the suspension and it is assumed to be equal to c e . In addition, k t is the stiffness coefficient of the tire. z s , z u and z r are the vertical displacement of sprung mass, unsprung mass and road excitation, respectively. Using the state-space representation, equation (4) can be expressed as follows:
where 
In the above, it is assumed that all elements of the system and input matrices are piecewise smooth functions. By using the zero-order-hold method [10] , the continuous-time system (5) can be written by a discrete-time version:
where
where T is a sampling time and k is a sampling number. Equation (6) can be rewritten using the nominal part and the uncertain part as follows:
where 0 and 0 are the nominal system matrix and nominal input vector, respectively. and are corresponding uncertain parts, while d(k) is the external disturbance including excitation force. Here, φ i j,min and φ i j,max are the lower and upper bounds of the corresponding element φ i j . The maximum parameter variations and disturbance are defined as follows:φ
Controller design

Discrete-time sliding mode controller
The control objective is to suppress the vibration of the vehicle suspension system. Thus, for the system (7), a sliding surface in the state space is defined as follows:
is a surface gradient vector. The surface gradient vector should be determined so that the sliding surface (9) itself is stable in the state space. For the discretetime system, the controller should be chosen to satisfy the following condition:
Then, a sliding mode exists on the sliding surface whenever the following conditions are satisfied:
In the above, equation (11) is a sliding condition and equation (12) is a convergence condition of the DSMC [9] . The DSMC consists of the equivalent controller u eq and discontinuous controller u d as shown in figure 6 . However, Figure 6 . The relation between the sliding region and the discontinuous gain.
a sliding region could exist around the sliding surface, if the control system has the uncertainty. In this sliding region, the discontinuous controller creates chattering which makes the control system unstable. Therefore, the equivalent controller may not deliver the state trajectory to the sliding surface, that is, the robustness of the control system gets worse. Therefore, this study proposes the β-equivalent controller u eq,β in the sliding region. At the outside of the sliding region, the equivalent controller and discontinuous controller deliver the state trajectory to the sliding region. At the inside of the sliding region, the β-equivalent controller only delivers the state trajectory to the origin point through the sliding surface.
By using equation (8) and the nominal system given by
the equivalent and β-equivalent controller are obtained as follows:
The nominal system with the β-equivalent controller (15) is asymptotically stable inside the sliding region because β itself is one of the eigenvalues and it is less than 1 [11] . In the sliding mode, the motion of the system is then subjected to the following equations:
In the above, one eigenvalue of eq is 1 and C should be chosen so that the others (n−1) become the predetermined eigenvalues (less than 1) [12] . Consequently, the nominal system with the equivalent controller equation (14) is marginally stable in the sliding mode. The discontinuous controller needs to guarantee that the control system is stable. The discontinuous controller can be defined as follows:
outside the sliding region
inside the sliding region where
In the above equation, inf(H 1 (k)), sup(H 1 (k)) and sup(H 2 (k)) are defined by
Finally, the DSMC can be obtained by considering the sliding region as follows:
(1) Inside the sliding region
(2) Outside the sliding region
Discrete-time fuzzy sliding mode controller
Inside the sliding region, the value of β in equation (15) is physically relative to the control gain. The β is closer to zero; the control gain is larger. If we choose sufficiently small β, a fast and robust control effect may be achieved. However, this may cause unwanted chattering in the control responses. Outside the sliding region, the discontinuous gain h(k) in equation (17) has characteristics similar to β. Therefore, a proper choice of β and h(k) is very important to achieve excellent control performance. However, it is difficult to select proper β and h(k) because they are time-varying. In this study, a fuzzy technique is adopted to take account of this problem. The prominent advantage of the fuzzy controller (FC) is that it can effectively control complex ill-defined systems having nonlinearities, parameter variations and disturbances [13] . When we design a fuzzy controller, how to select appropriate fuzzy control rules is the first problem to be resolved. Since the upper bound h c (k) and the lower bound h s (k) of the discontinuous feedback gain are equal to the boundary of the sliding region, the following function can be defined by the information of the boundary: The FC logic can be chosen as the following condition statement.
(1) Inside the sliding region If R P is far from the sliding surface, then β is small and vice versa. (2) Outside the sliding region If R P is far from the sliding surface, then h(k) is large and vice versa.
In the above, RP is the representative point of the state. For the construction of the FC that has linguistic rules, two fuzzy variables for β and h(k) can be chosen as follows:
. (21) (2) Outside the sliding region
Now, two linguistic input variables are defined to describe these fuzzy variables as follows: 
Linguistic output variables are defined to describe the β and h(k) as follows: 
The membership functions of the fuzzy input variables for σ andσ are shown in figure 7 , and fuzzy parameter values are listed in tables 1 and 2. This fuzzy algorithm can be inferred from the center-of-gravity method [14] . Figure 8 presents the block diagram of the proposed DFSMC. The basic configuration of the FC is three components: a fuzzification interface, a decision-making logic and a defuzzification interface. In the fuzzification interface, σ β , σ β or σ h , σ h are estimated. The decision making logic is the kernel of the fuzzy controller since it has the capability of both simulating decision making based on fuzzy concepts and inferring fuzzy control actions. In the defuzzification interface, fuzzy output β or h(k) decided from the decision making logic is changed into a numerical value for the purpose of using real control input. Hence, the β-equivalent controller and the discontinuous controller can be formulated as follows:
It is evident from figure 8 that only the β-equivalent controller (26) is activated inside the sliding region, while the controllers (14) and (27) are activated outside the sliding region.
Finally, the DFSMC can be obtained by considering the sliding region as follows:
(28) (2) Outside the sliding region
The control input determined from the controller is to be applied to the ER damper depending upon the motion of suspension travel. Therefore, the following semi-active actuating condition is normally imposed:
The above condition physically implies that the activation of the controller u only assures the increment of energy dissipation of the stable system. Once the control input u is determined, the input electric field to be applied to the ER damper is obtained by
Results and discussion
From the practical point of view, the ER suspension system should be installed on the full vehicle and its effectiveness for the ride quality needs to be evaluated under various road conditions. However, it is very expensive to completely build the entire full-vehicle system with hardware from the start. Therefore, we adopt a quarter-vehicle system, which corresponds well with the field test. An experimental apparatus for the quarter-vehicle test is established, as shown in figure 9 , to evaluate control performance of the ER suspension system proposed in this work. The ER damper, sprung mass, spring and tire are installed on the hydraulic vibrating system, and the sprung mass displacement and suspension travel are measured by two LVDT displacement sensors. The hydraulic system applies the displacement (suspension travel) to the ER suspension system according to the demand signal obtained from calculation of the road profile by the computer. It is also connected to the voltage amplifier which applies control voltage determined from the control algorithm to the ER damper. The system parameters of the quarter-vehicle ER Figure 9 . The experimental set-up of the quarter-vehicle ER suspension system. In this study, control characteristics of the ER suspension system were evaluated under three types of excitation (road) conditions. The first excitation, normally used to reveal the transient response characteristic, is a bump described by
where and D is the width of the bump (0.8 m). In the bump excitation, the vehicle travels the bump with constant vehicle velocity of 3.08 km h −1 (= 0.856 m s −1 ). The second type is a sinusoidal function described by
where ω is the excitation frequency (0.5 ∼ 15 Hz) and z e is the excitation level (0.01 m). In general, by using the sinusoidal function as the excitation for the quarter-vehicle suspension system, overall frequency responses can be simply obtained for the interesting frequency range. The third type of road excitation, normally used to evaluate the frequency response, is a stationary random process [15] with zero mean described byż
where W n is the white noise with intensity 2σ 2 ρ r V . ρ r is the road roughness parameter and σ 2 is the covariance of road irregularity. In random excitation, the values of road irregularity are chosen by assuming that the vehicle travels on the paved road with the constant velocity of 72 km h In this study, it is assumed that the sprung mass without any additional mass is the nominal value (m s = 310 kg). On the other hand, in order to investigate the robustness of the proposed DFSMC, the sprung mass of 70 kg is added to the mass of a driver for the perturbed quarter-vehicle system. As shown in figure 10(a) , it is obvious that unwanted vibrations induced from the bump excitation have been well reduced by implementing the CSMC (refer [6] ), DSMC (equations (18) and (19)) and the DFSMC (equations (28) and (29) (refer to figure 11 ). This is mainly due to the parameters of control inputs can be appropriately changed by applying the DFSMC. It is also observed from the control histories shown in figure 11 that severe chattering occurred in the CSMS which may cause the instability of the feedback control system in real field. It is noted here that in this experiment the electric field is limited at 3.5 kV mm −1 for safety. Figures 12  and 13 show bump responses of the proposed system with parameter perturbations (nominal mass and driver). Similar control responses to the results without parameter perturbation are observed. Figure 14 (a) presents frequency domain responses of the ER suspension system without parameter perturbations. The frequency responses, transmissibility of the suspension travel (z s − z u ), were obtained by using root mean square (RMS) values of input and output. As expected, the transmissibility of the suspension travel has been substantially reduced in the neighborhood of body resonance (1-2 Hz). In addition, it can be found that the wheel resonance (10-15 Hz) exists in the transmissibility of the suspension travel because it is the relative displacement between sprung mass (body) and unsprung mass (wheel). Figure 14 Figures 15 and 16 present control responses using the proposed DFSMC under random road excitation without and with perturbations, respectively. The frequency responses are obtained from power spectral density (PSD) of the vertical acceleration of the sprung mass and tire deflection. As expected, the PSD of the vertical acceleration and tire deflection have been considerably reduced in the neighborhood of body resonance (1-2 Hz) by applying control input. From the results of tire deflection, favorable driving stability can be obtained by reducing the wheel vibration. The control results presented in this work indicate that the ride performance and driving stability of a vehicle system can be substantially improved by employing the ER suspension system associated with the proposed DFSMC.
Conclusion
Vibration control performance of the ER suspension system for a passenger vehicle has been evaluated via discrete-time fuzzy sliding mode controller (DFSMC). After evaluating the field-dependent damping characteristics of the ER damper, a quarter-vehicle suspension system was then constructed and its governing equations of motion were derived in discrete-time manner by using the zero-order-hold method. In order to obtain superior control performance under practical situations, a new type of DFSMC was designed and realized by considering sampling time of ECU and parameter perturbations. been experimentally shown that the DFSMC gives much faster settling response without increasing the control electric field compared with the conventional continuous-time sliding mode controller. In addition, it has been demonstrated that vibration levels such as sprung mass acceleration and tire deflection can be significantly reduced at the body resonance region by implementing the proposed control methodology. This directly indicates that ride comfort and driving stability of the vehicle system can be substantially improved by adopting the ER suspension system associated with the proposed DFSMC.
